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Leave your details and we will call you within two working days to schedule an appointment


	Exclusive tour
	personal advice
	Experience LUME Traveler in real life





Name


Email address


Phone number


Message

Are you interested in a specific Lume Traveler model?

Are you interested in a specific Lume Traveler model?


I don't have a preference yet


LT360 No.1


LT540 No.1


LT540 Nordic




Send message







Schedule a showroom visit.


Come by to see Lume Traveler in person.






Leave your details and we will contact you within 2 working days to schedule a showroom visit in Culemborg.
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Cabrio caravan of your dreams





View our models

Get in touch


★★★★★
Customers rate LUME with 5.0 stars






★★★★★


With Lume Traveler you feel the luxury of the design and travel in a hotel suite on wheels. Because you can go wherever you want, you experience ultimate freedom.



View our models



Cooking in a chef-worthy kitchen




Sleep under the stars




Travel without limits




Create maximum living space




Stay in a mobile hotel suite









Attention to every detail
Unsurpassed finish that you have never seen before
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Iroko hardwood
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PITT Cooking stove
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Aluminium housing
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Outside shower
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Extra storage space
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Spacious kitchen cabinets
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A lot of daylight







LUME Traveler combines legendary looks with unsurpassed attention to detail. The result? A high-end caravan with pure perfection.



Get in touch



Models




LT360 No.1
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The first and most compact Traveler. No compromises on style and comfort.



View model

LT540 No.1
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Mature and yet exciting. The LT540 No.1 has it all.



View model

LT540 Nordic
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When you want to enjoy the outdoors 365 days a year.



View model



Experience the luxury of freedom





Compare Lume Traveler
The best of two worlds
	 	Camper
	Caravan
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	Travel
	 	 	 
	On the road	The journey is the holiday; there is no fixed destination.	The journey is necessary; the holiday is at the destination.	Travel in peace and comfort; go wherever you want.
	Destination	Spend the night at basic destinations.	Spend the night at large campsites with many facilities.	Spend the night at charming campsites.
	Living space
	 	 	 
	Interior	Stay comfortable in all seasons.	Only stay indoors if outside is not possible.	Stay comfortable in all seasons. Luxury of both air conditioning and heating.
	Exterior	Living area is expanded with a canopy.	Living area is expanded with an awning.	Living area is expanded with an awning and luxurious outdoor kitchen.
	Layout
	 	 	 
	Kitchen	Cooking indoors on primitive kitchen equipment. Use of plastic tableware.	Cooking indoors on primitive kitchen equipment. Use of plastic tableware.	Luxury outdoor kitchen with gas burners from PITT Cooking. Equipped with porcelain crockery and aluminum pans.
	Bed	Possibly a fixed (small) bed.	Possibly a fixed (small) bed or an option for daily assembly and disassembly of the bed.	A spacious bed of 180cm x 200cm wide with a 25cm thick mattress. Sleep under a panoramic roof.
	Interior	Flexible interior with options to convert a seating area into additional sleeping areas.	Round seat or train seat with the option to convert the seating space into extra sleeping space.	Luxury sofa or train seat with the option to convert the seating space into an extra sleeping area of 110x200cm.
	Materials	Materials tailored to price range.	Materials often less durable.	High-quality materials such as: solid wood, wool felt, leather and aluminum casing.
	Price
	 	 	 
	Price range	€70k – €900k +	€20k – €70k	€70k – €120k

 


The best of two worlds
Not a camper, not just any caravan, but LUME Traveler.
	Travel in peace and comfort; go wherever you want.
	Stay comfortable in all seasons. Luxury of both air conditioning and heating.
	Fully equipped outdoor kitchen with gas burners from PITT Cooking.
	A spacious bed of 180cm x 200cm wide with a 25cm thick mattress. Sleep under a panoramic roof.
	Luxury sofa or train seat with the option to convert the seating space into an extra sleeping area of 110x200cm.
	High-quality materials such as: teak wood, wool felt, leather and aluminum housing.
	The adventure of the camper with the comfort of the most luxurious caravan.
	Panoramic roof and outdoor kitchen guarantee adventurous outdoor living.
	For an active camping trip in unsurpassed luxury and comfort.





★★★★★


‘You can safely say that the construction and finish border on perfection.’





Wondering whether LUME Traveler suits you?





View our models

Get in touch



Frequently asked questions


Which driving license do I need to travel with LUME Traveler?
The LT540 No.1 and the LT540 Nordic models require B with E. For the LT360 No.1, B is almost always sufficient. The E addition to the B driving license is only necessary if the car with trailer is heavier than 3,500 kg.


Does LUME Traveler have a built-in bathroom and toilet?
Both LT540 models have a toilet room with a sink, mirror and toilet. In the LT360 No.1 we supply a small portable toilet for emergencies at night. All LUME Travelers come with an outdoor shower with hot and cold water.


Are the panoramic roof and mosquito screen electric?
The canvas panoramic roof can be opened completely electrically. The mosquito screen, which keeps unwanted visitors out when the roof is open, can also be operated electrically.


How many people is LUME Traveler for?
In the LT360 No.1, the luxurious bed of 160cm x 200cm is suitable for two people. Both LT540 models even have a mattress of 180cm x 200cm. In addition, the optional train seat can be converted in no time into an extra sleeping place of 110cm x 200cm


What is the weight of LUME Traveler?
The LT360 No.1 has an empty weight of 1,100 kg and a maximum loaded weight of 1,350 kg. The LT360 No.1 can optionally be supplied on a chassis that can carry a maximum of 1,500 kg. The LT540 No.1 and the LT540 Nordic have an empty weight of 2,100 kg and a maximum load capacity of 2,500 kg.


How long does LUME Traveler last?
Due to the robust build quality and the use of pure materials such as aluminum, leather, wool felt and teak wood, a LUME Traveler is indestructible. Over the years, a LUME Traveler will only become more beautiful. Your LUME Traveler is built to last for generations.



Is your question not included? Please feel free to contact us:
Lumegroup B.V. | Keizersweg 61, 7451 PH Holten, the Netherlands | 0345-508763 | info@lumetraveler.com
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Experience Lume
Travel
Favourites
Customer stories


Design
Materials
Sustainability
Styling
Interior


Models
LT360 No.1
LT540 No.1
LT540 Nordic


About Lume
Our story
Travel in style
100% Dutch design


News
News
Events
In the Media
Press



Contact
Lumegroup B.V.
Keizersweg 61
7451 PH Holten
The Netherlands
E: info@lumetraveler.com




Lume Traveler. Feel Free
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Manage Cookie Consent




We use cookies to optimise our website and our service.




Functional



Functional

Always active	





The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.




Preferences


Preferences






The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user.




Statistics


Statistics






The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes.
The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you.





Marketing


Marketing






The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes.




Manage options
Manage services
Manage {vendor_count} vendors
Read more about these purposes


Accept
Deny
Preferences
Save preferences
Preferences

{title}
{title}
{title}


Manage consent
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